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TVEED – From the television to the internet
(Internet-enhanced TV)

In Germany 25 million people are already using the internet at home via a broadband connection
(source: AGOF e.V. / internet facts 2008-I) and so also have multimedia content available at the
push of a button. In private households the internet is becoming an ever larger part of daily life
and it is taking usage time away from television. Here the internet is not only an information
source but it is also used to make purchases. So for instance, according to the AGOF study, 86
percent of internet users bought something on the internet in the twelve months prior to the study.
In the next few years the importance of the internet to consumers’ purchase decisions will con-
tinue to grow strongly and it will increasingly become the most important information source for
consumers.

Thanks to broadband connections, the variety of information on the internet is fusing together with
powerful visual communication and many websites have already been enhanced with movies or,
like YouTube, are even dedicated exclusively to accessing movies. But the use of the internet still
rarely takes place in the living room. As a rule it is still the television over which the battle for
leisure time is fought from the sofa. Given the many options provided by the world wide web, the
convergence of television and internet is particularly exciting. After all, it turns the passive viewer
into a user who can actively react to the TV programs or commercials provided.

With TVEED mm1 is introducing a lean, easily-adapted technique that facilitates to synchronously
combine linear television programs with the diversity of the internet. Regardless of the transmis-
sion methods TVEED can create interactive television for all TV viewers that have internet
access. To synchronize the TV content with the associated content from the internet, no change is
required to the TV signal nor to the TV program broadcast since the synchronization and the com-
bination are produced in the relevant end device. By using the TV you can place orders and reser-
vations on the internet and access additional information on the television program e.g. interim
results of a race and complex games are also made possible. TVEED supports the use of various
end devices e.g. TV, mobile telephone and computer, regardless of the specific method by which
the TV signal reaches the end device and also regardless of the specific means of access to the
internet.

TVEED creates internet-enhanced TV and builds a bridge between passive television consumption
and active internet use without discontinuity of media and is suitable for stationary and mobile
use. TVEED adds extra value for the viewer and offers companies in the classic value creation
chain of TV an opportunity to proactively help to shape the ongoing revolution in media con-
sumption. So for one thing TVEED makes possible an expansion of the service offered to meet
market demand in line with convenient on-demand use and for another the establishment of addi-
tional forms of marketing and advertising as a source of extra income. Here the TV broadcaster
always retains control over the program that it broadcasts and the information to be displayed with
TVEED as well as the links to the internet contained in it.
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Internet-enhanced TV with TVEED offers television broadcasters the opportunity to expand their
services with program-related interactive content. Broadcasters can directly link the TV programs
broadcast with their own internet services and also market the linking of commercials with the
advertising client’s website as a supplementary service.

TV broadcasts linked or expanded via the internet can provide further details for a technical re-
port, recommendations of matching furniture for a furnishing program, more extensive informa-
tion  for a report or background for a current movie. Broadcasters can also link commercials for
advertising clients and thereby lead the viewer to an immediate product order, the booking of
a test drive, to more detailed product information or to a brands portal. Viewers themselves can
decide whether, when and for how long they will leave the current program and can be sure that
they will not miss anything of the current television program since once they have finished using
the linked information, viewers will return to the precise point in the broadcast where they left it.

  TVEED for all end devices with IP access and TV reception

The proposed technique combines individual TV content, whole programs, parts of programs or
commercials with designated interactive services that are accessed via the internet. Here all infor-
mation to couple the TV and the relevant internet content is not produced as part of analog or
digital TV signals but are available as independent information on the internet. The TV signals to
be transmitted do not have to be altered or adapted in any way. All interactive content is defined in
the formats commonly used on the internet. The combination of TV and internet content is
achieved by overlay (or audio mixing) in the end device and here the size and layout of the TV
signal can be controlled by supplementary tags in the HTML code. Since all the usual internet
browsers simply ignore tags unknown to them, websites can be programmed for use by both inter-
active television and traditional browsers but they can also be individually branched to suit each
browser. So the television signal and the linked websites can still also be used independently of
each other.
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  TV image with TVEED and Overlay

  TV image with TVEED and overlay and scaling of the TV image

Smooth interaction is provided by the end device that integrates the TV reception and the internet
use. It is designed to enable a seamless switch of use and will render the following sequence of
actions:

 The system downloads the TVEED data that contains all the synchronization information from
the internet.

 The specific websites for the currently selected TV channel and, provided the system’s mem-
ory allows it, for other TV channels are loaded into the memory in advance.

 If the user has activated this function, then the websites associated with each TV program are
displayed on the TV screen in the overlay.

 If the functional elements for internet navigation are used, for example a small trackball with a
button, then a cursor appears on the screen and this will disappear after a certain time if it is
not used.
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 If the television viewer selects a support service from the links contained in the overlay, then
the viewer branches to the internet service and the rest of the linear TV program will be auto-
matically recorded.

 The point of reentry into the time-shifted linear TV program is stored.
 The linear TV program and all other information contained in the signal are stored until the

viewer finishes using the selected support service, namely image, sound and data that are
transmitted with the signal and also the TVEED data for the synchronization of TV programs
and the internet.

 Once the interactive use is finished, the television viewer will automatically return to the time-
shifted original linear TV program and can, by means of the data that was also stored, once
more choose a support service that has been offered with this TV program.

 The storage of the support information and the resulting opportunity for timeshifted use also
exist if the customer records the TV program from the start in order to watch it later.

TVEED provides management of all URLs of the HTML pages required for the overlay. The
URLs and the timing information are provided for this by the relevant TV broadcasters. The
overlay display of each HTML page is done in parallel with the television program and with no
waiting time. The user experiences television as usual and channel switching also happens without
delay. Here the automatic time shifting ensures that the user always returns to the point of exit in
the linear TV program and the originally selected TV program can be viewed again immediately.
To make this possible, on selection of a link in the overlay provided by TVEED, the recording of
the current TV program is automatically started. Finishing the internet usage, for example by
pressing the corresponding button on the remote control, can be relied upon to return the user to
the appropriate TV program, even if there have been nested segments of the linear program and
numerous reentry points as a result of multiple interactive use.

  Comprehensive TV experience thanks to integrated timeshifting
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High-resolution HDTV monitors and intelligent recording systems are the current technical trend
and in this context more and more hardware manufacturers are combining television sets and TV
receivers with internet access and suitable browsers and equipping TV monitors with interfaces to
the computer. At this year’s CES some devices were shown that are going to be in the market by
the end of this year. TVEED permits synchronization of the content from television and internet
on a technical basis that requires only a slight extension of current AV systems.

The end device required for the use of TVEED is an equivalent to todays available digital TV re-
corder, enhanced by internet functionality and the technology for combining the television image
and browser content. TVEED can easily also be incorporated into today’s commonly available
multimedia-enabled personal computers or into the software installed in them for receiving and
displaying TV content.

  Structure of the end device

TVEED manages the information from TV channels, consolidates this and provides it in the form
of a standardized XML feed that can be accessed by the end devices via the internet like an RSS
feed. In addition, location-specific tables provide the information about local channels and fre-
quencies and associate these with the relevant channel descriptions. Stationary end devices load up
the relevant table once on setup. In mobile use a table for the new location may be accessed in the
event of deterioration in quality of reception. So with TVEED the relevant HTML pages for each
TV signal can be preloaded via the internet into the local cache and then displayed synchronously
in the overlay. Since the HTML pages are already available in the cache, they are readily available
even with a slow internet connection.

The relevant TVEED information is stored with the associated recorded content. This happens
both with automatic recording and when the consumer records the TV program manually to watch
later. The TVEED information needs only a little storage space for this and can also remain stored
for a long period in the end device. It is only when the recorded program is played back that the
end device loads the HTML pages for the overlay referred to in the TVEED data. The number of
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HTML pages to be preloaded is determined by the memory available in the end device. In any
event the HTML pages for the currently running program are preloaded a few minutes before into
the end device. Wherever possible this also happens for the customer’s preferred channels so as to
have the relevant information for the overlay in the memory as quickly as possible when a new
channel is selected. Loaded HTML pages are removed from the memory as soon as their ending
time referred to in the TVEED data is reached, even if there was no display.

  Data and information flow

TVEED permits the combination of traditional television with the varied options of the internet.
Here the consumer can freely choose the quality of the internet access and is not obliged to use
access with a particularly high speed. The user can expand his TV experience by the associated
internet services and here he determines for himself the quality and cost of the internet use. TV
broadcasters and advertisers can decide what level of interactivity on the internet their program is
to have, what transfer speed is appropriate and how the internet services are to be purchased. Here
the internet allows a website to be dynamically updated and provides a choice between the mobile
telephone, HDTV and any other screen resolution. TVEED provides the technical context that
permits this variety.

mm1 invites TV broadcasters, production companies, service providers and hardware manufactur-
ers to support the initial applications and to help to shape the further development of TVEED.
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